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Kombo is a lighting fixture for indoor 
use. With or without a hand-blown 
glass in different colors and textures. 
Keeping in line with our belief that 
longevity is at the core of sustainable 
design, we use aluminium, a strong 
and highly durable material, for several 
designs in our lighting collection.

Visit our website 
and compose your own Kombo. 
---
www.tal.be

All specs about Florette
---

www.tal.be

Florette has an innovative clamp system. This makes it possible 
to use all kinds of sheet materials (up to 9 mm), such as felt, 
veneer, aluminium, plexi, etc. Allowing you to perfectly adjust the 
lamp to the style/finish of the atmosphere.

Florette positions

The Florette fixture is 
inspired by a tulip and 

consists of slats that can 
be placed in no less than 6 
different positions. Thanks 

to the perfect alignment of 
the slats, a beautiful and 

atmospheric light pattern 
is created. In a very simple 

way, this fixture completely 
changes its appearance.

Florette materials
Felt (Black & Gray)
Gold Translucent Plexiglass (Other Colors On Request)
Aluminum Gold Ano
Powder coated Alu (Textured Black or White)
White Primered Mdf (To Be Painted On Site)

on request

Both lighting fixtures are designed by 
Frederik Degreve (BE). His creations show a 
deep understanding of the interplay between 
aesthetics and functionality. The fixtures 
have the ability to adapt to their environment 
through the modification of materials and 
shapes. His work embodies the essence of 
innovative design, pushing boundaries and 
creating beautiful yet practical solutions for 
modern living. 
--- 
      fffdesignbv - www.fffdesign.be KO
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Kombo Textured Black 
+ Brown Glass

Kombo Black & Gold
+ Textured Brown Glass

Florette Gold Ano

Florette 
Gold Translucent Plexiglass

Florette 
Textured Gray painted
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